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::Journalism and Development::

How media in Portugal are covering human development? 

AMI – Journalism Against Indiference
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:: Bio+Context+Framework::



 

::Journalism and Human Development (Portugal)::

The missing voices? And Lack of Studies

Media and Development (Faria & Oliveira, 2016)

- “Media are catalysts for change, missing voices;
- There is interest, but few coverage about HDt; 

- It is “fragmented, residual, superficial”;
- Journalists are not prepared, stereotypes, prejudices;

- Lack of analysis, reflection, critical approach, deepness;
- The majority of the news are normally negative;
- Media Teaching does not approach Development;
- Ensino dos Media não aborda o Desenvolvimento;

- There are no sections about Development;

Development is a remote theme?



 

::AMI  (PT, 1998-1999)::



 

:: Other Questions (AMI)::

Q. 1 Which is the most awarded media from 1999-2015?

Q. 2 How many audiovisual narratives were awarded from 
1999-2015?

Q. 3 Which themes are covered and which are the main 
themes in the audiovisual narratives from 1999-2015?

Q. 4 How the themes covered relate to the UN Global 
Goals from 1999-2015?

...



  

C4D, 
Journalism, 

Development 
 

Tufte,2017; 
Sousa Santos, 2015;

Melkote & Stevees, 2015; 
Chaparro Escudero, 2015; 

Xiaoge, 2009; 
Romano, 2005

(In)Visibility
Public Sphere, Power

Habermas, 1986;
Hannah Arendt, 1958 [2001];

Fraser, 2003; 
Benhabib, 2004;
Foucault, 1972

Hybridization, 
Genres, Convergence

Diaz Nocí, 2014, 2011; 
Lancaster 2012;

Canavilhas, 2007; 
 Deuze, 2004;

 Mar de Fontcuberta, 1998 

Cinema 
Documentary

Pavlik, 2001
Penafria, 1999; 

Bill Nichols, 2005; 
Bock, 2012; 

Lancaster, 2012)



 

::Mixed Methodology::

Cultural Studies

(Richard Hoggart, 1968)

Content Analysis

(Bardin, 2006) 
+ 

Interview

(Fontana & Frey, 1994)

(Ghiglione & Matalon, 

2005/1977)

Grounded Theory

(Glaser & Strauss, 1965 )

Framing - 

(Goffman, 1986; 
Entman, 1993)



 

::Analysing the AMI Award::

(Portugal): 88 awards (1999-2015)



 

::Q. 1 Which is the most awarded media from 1999-2015?::



 

::Q. 2 How many audiovisual narratives were awarded from 1999-
2015?::

Some works had more 
than one 

audiovisual narratiive



 

::Q. 3 Which themes are covered and which are the main themes in the 
audiovisual narratives from 1999-2015?::



 

::Q. 3 Which themes are covered and which are the main themes in the 
audiovisual narratives from 1999-2015?::



 

::Q. 3 Which themes are covered and which are the main themes in the 
audiovisual narratives from 1999-2015?::

Health(12)

Migration (5) 
Poverty (4) 

Elderly (4)

Housing (4)  

Childhood (4) 



 

::Q. 3 Which themes are covered and which are the main themes in the 
audiovisual narratives from 1999-2015?::

Childhood                          Economic Crisis              Humanitarian Aid 

Ethnic Minorities              Gender (In)equality     Labor Exploitation

Health                                  Environment                              Housing 

Education                                 Poverty                         Social Inequalities

Hunger                                      Youth                                         Elderly

Security                            Human Traficking                              Migration

Volunteering                                 Refugees                                   Identity

Disabled Person                                                       Drugs

 



 

::Q. 4 How the themes covered relate to the UN Global Goals from 
1999-2015?::



 

::Themes not covered in the AMI Awards (1999-2015)::



 

::Next steps::

What does the data also revealed?

Case Studies
Independent and engaged media in HD

Webdocumentaries
Multimedia Features

Archeology of information (interactive)



 

::What does the data revealed? web narrative projects::

Online: Filhos do Vento (Público, 2013)
Multimedia Feature/Reportage 
(Paper+Online)

Online: “Juventude em Jogo” (Divergente, 2015)
Multimedia Feature/Webdocumentary+TV+Press

Online: “O que é isso de Vida Independente” (Público, 2014)
Multimedia Feature/VideoJournalism

 TV: Momentos de Mudança (SIC, 2013)
TV Feature/Reportage



 

::Case Studies: Portugal and Brazil::

Alternative and Independent Media Projets

Human Development



 

::Case Studies: Game On, Divergente Portugal

Media outlet, created by a colective team in Lisbon, 
BagaBagastudios, 2014

 A cooperative of digital narratives that 
gathers a multidisciplinary team of 
journalists, designers, directors, 
ilustrators and researchers. “Production, 
education and investigation in digital 
media”, “cooperation and development”, 
using “stories as the solution”, through 
“deep and plural narratives” in order do 
help to “understand” and link 
“communities”.

 
 “Alternative media” to cover and 

approach human Development



 

::Case Studies: Game ON, Divergente, Portugal::

50 videos + teaser

5 Chapters (Bottom up 
Communication)

1. A possible escape

2. Brazil's Messi 

3. Uncertain Waiting 

4.  Data we're playing with (at 
stake)

5.  Metanarrative (Reflexive)



 

::Case Studies: Divergente, Portugal

"In Divergente, what we've always 
wanted to do was also to invert the 
"logic" of Who speaks. Who has the 
power? And normally who has the 
power to speak [as a source] are 
always the same sources, who are 
also linked to structures of power."

(Source A)

"We want to give back the 
narrative to whom lives the story 
and not to those [who have the power 
to speak about that story] judging that 
narrative from outside the experience, 
because nowadays, normally that's 
what happen in Journalism" 

(Source B)



 

::Case Studies: Game ON, Divergente, Portugal::

“Journalism has to be emotional (…) 
Journalism is not objective. Journalism 
is subjective. Everyone that writes or 
makes a video starting from an 
enunciaton. If I look upon this story as 
'Me, white, woman, european' and if 
the same story is given to a nigerian 
he will probably will approach the 
story differently. So, there is no such 
thing as Objective Journalism and of 
course it has to have emotion on it. 
Otherwise we are all microphone's 
holders. We just point the microphone 
and veiculate it with zero critical 
analysis” 

(Source A)



 

 :: Some main ideas:: 

# Lack of studies on Journalism and 
Human Devolopment in Portugal;

# Missing Voices;

# HD as a “remote” theme;

# Journalism Award: AMI (1999)

#TV vs Online (is still very low) on 
Human Development

#Health, Migration, Poverty, Elderly, 
Housing, Childwood (+);

#7, 9, 12, 13, 14 SD Goals (-);
 

#Alternative, independent and 
engaged media: Divergente, Game 
On (2015);

# They tackle the “production, 
education and investigation in 
digital media”, “cooperation and 
development”, using “stories as the 
solution”, through “deep and plural 
narratives” in order do help to 
“understand” and link 
“communities”;

#Subjectivity, slow journalism, 
Emotional Stories and Bottom up 
Communication/Journalism HD



 

Thank you very much!
vnaroiz@gmail.com
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